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Executive Summary
In the European strategy for data unveiled in February 2020, the European Commission declared its
ambition to promote and harmonize wide-scale access to cloud service offerings that comply with EU
requirements in areas like data protection, security, data portability, energy efficiency and market
practices in Europe. Cloud computing is earmarked as a central piece of Europe’s digital future, giving
European businesses and public organizations the data processing technology required to support their
digital transformation. The Commission thereby stepped up its efforts to support cloud uptake in Europe
as part of its strategy, notably with the pledge to facilitate “the set-up of a cloud services marketplace
for EU users from the private and public sector by Q4 2022”1.
The purpose of this report is to propose a conceptual framework for a pan-European cloud marketplace
that meets this policy ambition. It seeks to define what a digital cloud services marketplace is, how it
would function, and what role it could play in facilitating the exchange of cloud services in Europe.
Much like any marketplace, a European cloud marketplace would be a trusted intermediary that
facilitates matchmaking between supply and demand of cloud services, on a European scale. This
marketplace would take the form of a digital platform serving as an online meeting place between
consumers and providers of cloud services in Europe, where human interactions will also remain key in
brokering transactions.
The extent to which transactions between providers and consumers actually take place on the
marketplace, however, may vary. Under its most basic format, a European cloud marketplace would
aggregate a selection of available cloud offerings into an openly accessible online catalogue, for
consumers to browse and find services that meet their needs. This is the model currently preferred by
most EU Member State ‘Government-Cloud’ platforms. Beyond this simple information-sharing
capability, the marketplace could also provide transaction-facilitating features, such as brokerage, that
accelerate the contractual process between providers and customers. The most comprehensive version
of a cloud marketplace would also be able to provision and track delivery of cloud services directly from
provider to consumer, at the expense of significant additional technical complexity.
To succeed, marketplaces must perform on three criteria: liquidity, matchmaking ability, and trust. In
other words, the European cloud marketplace will need to attract a critical mass of providers and
consumers, demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency in matching demand with supply, and maintain
its reputation for high standards and quality of its cloud service catalogue relative to EU market
requirements. In fact, the European marketplace will need to perform in these areas at least as well as
existing private-led marketplaces public (national) alternatives, while differentiating its value proposition.
Aside from the above-mentioned breadth of features the marketplace would offer to users (inform,
transaction-facilitating, or delivery), the marketplace could also differentiate its value proposition by
providing a broader and/or more qualitative catalogue of services relative to EU market needs, through
stronger curation. As detailed in the report, the marketplace could even serve as the unique medium of
distribution for certain EU-market specific cloud offerings. Compliance management will therefore be
key, so will governance.
Considering these parameters, eight recommendations are put forth to build and enable the success of
a European cloud marketplace:

European Commission, A European strategy for data, February 2020: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0066&from=EN
1
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1.

Start small and scale fast: development and deployment should be iterative, and it will be
important to prioritize what drives adoption.

2.

State-of-the-art user experience must be a top priority to fast-track adoption and increase
retention. The market should seek to make the provider and user journeys as seamless as possible,
and implement user metrics early on to ensure evolutions are driven by customer priorities.

3.

Given the current state of the market and the policy priorities assigned to the marketplace, initial
efforts should prioritize catalogue quality, and focus on building a brand for trusted information.
Development would start with a simple digital portal that aggregates cloud service offerings into an
open and transparent catalogue, and immediately incorporates a compliance verification service to
attest to the compliance of listed services with – at minimum – mandatory aspects of the
forthcoming EU Cloud Rulebook, announced in the European strategy for data. Additional curation
could help distinguish offers that go over-and-beyond these standards (e.g. compatibility with
specific infrastructure or software), or that meet sector-specific requirements.

4.

Subsequent features should include transaction-facilitation features, such as a brokerage service.
These features should remain focused on a subset of curated or unique cloud services or serve to
address the contractual specificities of public or regulated industries.

5.

The curation of the marketplace service catalogue will require a robust compliance-verification
system, capable of handling multiple sources and types of cloud service certifications. For that
purpose, the marketplace should consider leveraging an independent digital certification
repository, shared with public and private audit agencies, to automate compliance checks and
strengthen transparency. This repository could also be used independently of the marketplace, to
certify compliance with the future EU Cloud Rulebook.

6.

Unless warranted by the volume and feedback of consumers and providers, it is advised that the
European cloud marketplace should not take responsibility for service delivery in the short to
medium term. The integration of provisioning and performance measurement features (emulating
the marketplaces run by individual cloud providers) presents considerable technical challenges.
Approaches seeking to enable federated approaches to this delivery should be monitored closely.

7.

Finally, it is worth keeping in mind that several EU member-states have already launched (or are
working on) their own national government-led cloud marketplaces. The coordination and
synchronization of the European cloud marketplace with such national initiatives will provide
opportunities to share features and services and pool resources between platforms. A single,
integrated marketplace will better serve the EU’s objectives of digital market harmonisation across
Member States, and the majority of components can and should be mutualised within one
marketplace framework. That said, the framework should still provide users with a personalized
experience, and could for example offer different user interfaces and search parameters to users
from different sectors. If certain Member States or circles of industry wish to keep a hand over certain
framework contracts, they could operate a local instance of the marketplace, and curate their own
shortlist of services from the catalogue.

8.

The business model of the marketplace must balance long-term economic sustainability with user
adoption and achievement of the marketplace’s policy objectives. Private players will most likely
require public financial support to cover the fixed costs of the first iterations, as revenue will
remain variable and highly elastic to adoption. Adoption by a critical mass will also benefit from
economic incentives to users (pre-negotiated prices, subsidized supply, or significant initial
investment on market-leading features and user centricity), as well as from actions that designate
the marketplace as the favoured gateway for cloud consumption by certain players (e.g. public sector
or regulated industries).
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9.

The long-term success of the EU cloud marketplace will also depend on the implementation of a
clear governance framework, with representatives from policy and regulation, European cloud
industry, and public and private users from priority sectors, including SMEs. The governance could
be entrusted to some extent with the upcoming European Alliance on Data, Cloud and Edge, with
two specialist committees: a Marketplace Steering Committee, and a Cloud Rulebook Advisory
Committee to oversee the curation and compliance verification process.

Several challenges remain to be addressed and clarified for the future development of an EU cloud
services marketplace. The implementation of several of the marketplace’s features (notably its
compliance/monitoring system, its certification process, and its Identity Access Management system)
may present technical complexities in practice. In these areas, there may be an opportunity to build on
(or even coordinate with) ongoing national cloud marketplace projects or multi-sector and multi-country
initiatives like GAIA-X. Moreover, the marketplaces business model will require a more detailed design
depending on the favoured value proposition, and the balance required between long-term economic
self-sustainability and EU and Member State cloud strategies.
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Glossary
AMF: Autorité des Marchés Financiers (France)
ANSSI: Agence Nationale de la Sécurité des Systèmes d’Information (French National Agency for the
Security of Information Systems)
APCR: the French Prudential Supervision and Resolution Authority
API: Application Programming Interface
AI & ML: Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
BI: Business Intelligence
BIR/BIO: Baseline Informatiebeveiliging Rijksdienst / Baseline Informatiebeveiliging Overheid (Dutch
government information security requirements, based on ISO 27001)
BSI: Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik (German Federal Office for Information Security)
C5: Cloud Computing Compliance Controls Catalog (cloud security certification granted by Germany’s
BSI)
CDN: Content Delivery Network
CRM: Customer Relationship Management
CSP: Cloud Service Provider
EBA: European Banking Authority
ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning
EIOPA: European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority
ENAC ENS: Entidad Nacional de Acreditacion – Esquema Nacional de Seguridad (Spanish national
accreditation body that accreditates entities wishing to certify their compliance with the National
Security Scheme)
ENISA: European Agency for Cybersecurity
FSA: Financial Supervisory Authority
GDPR: European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation
HDS: Hébergeur de Données de Santé (health data hosting authorisation delivered by France’s Agence
du Numérique en Santé)
HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
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HITRUST CSF: Health Information Trust Alliance Common Security Framework
IaaS: Infrastructure as a Service
IAM: Identity Access Management
IT: Information Technology
KNF: Financial Supervision Commission
KPI: Key Performance Indicator
MVP: Minimum Viable Product
NBB: National Bank of Belgium
PaaS: Platform as a Service
PSP: Payment Service Provider
SaaS: Software as a Service
SecNumCloud: cloud security certification granted by France’s ANSSI
SLA: Service Level Agreement
SMEs: Small and Medium Enterprises
SQL: Structured Query Language
TISAX: Trusted Information Security Assessment Exchange 2
TOM: Target Operating Model
UGAP: Union des Groupements d’Achats Publics (Union of Public Procurement Groups in France)

Assessment and exchange mechanism for the information security of enterprises and allows recognition of assessment results
among the participants. https://enx.com/en-US/TISAX/
2
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“…The set-up of a cloud services marketplace for EU users from the private and public sector will
be facilitated by the Commission by Q4 2022. The marketplace will put potential users (in
particular the public sector and SMEs) in the position to select cloud processing, software and
platform service offerings that comply with a number of requirements in areas like data protection,
security, data portability, energy efficiency and market practice. Participation in the marketplace
for service providers will be made conditional on the use of transparent and fair contract
conditions, which the current market does not always provide, specifically to micro-enterprises
and SME users 52 . The marketplace can facilitate public sector procurement of alternative
solutions, and take-up by the public sector can support the marketplace due to its significant
aggregate demand.
While a number of Member States are already developing similar marketplace initiatives at
national level, the advantage of an EU-level cloud services marketplace is two-fold: first, it can
resolve the current problem of market asymmetry between hyperscale global actors that often offer
integrated solutions containing applications also provided by smaller (EU) players. Second, it can
generate clarity about the compliance of cloud services with relevant rules. This will ensure a
better match between the EU offer and demand stemming notably from public administrations,
services of general public interest and SMEs.”

A European strategy for data3
19 February 2020

European Commission, A European strategy for data, February 2020: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?qid=1593073685620&uri=CELEX:52020DC0066
3
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1. Context, objectives and scope
of this study
Context: cloud computing and the EU digital
strategy
Having steadily matured from first attempts at the beginning of the century, cloud computing is set to
be one of the most transformative digital innovations of the coming decade. By adopting a cloud model,
public institutions and businesses can continuously benefit from the most effective digital technology
and rapidly scale innovation throughout their organisation, for increased competitiveness, productivity
and user as well as employee satisfaction. Cloud computing also reduces information technology (IT)
maintenance costs and IT spending and provides a simple way to keep their digital facilities up to date
with the latest innovations. In practice, use of cloud computing by public and private organisations
typically falls into one of the following categories: email, enterprise resource planning, customer
relationship management, content management, analytics – from simple business intelligence (BI) to
advanced artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) applications –, storage, external database
services, and office collaboration.
The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)4 was the first government body to define
cloud computing, and classifies it as a “model enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management or service provider interaction.” Following NIST’S definition, also
used by the OECD, cloud-based services have five essential characteristics:
1.

On-demand self-service: consumers can provision computing capabilities without human
interaction with the service provider.

2.

Broad network access: capabilities are available over the network and easily accessible through
a broad number of platforms, from mobile devices to workstations.

3.

Resource pooling: computing capabilities are pooled together to serve multiple customers using
a multi-tenant model and dynamically assigned based on demand, without providing users’ a
choice over the exact location, or at least machine, that delivers the service.

4.

Rapid elasticity: capabilities can rapidly scale commensurate with demand, giving users the
impression that resources are virtually unlimited.

5.

Measured service: usage of capabilities is measured and reported, to optimize service delivery
and offer transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service

Cloud services can be delivered through a range of service models, the three most frequently referred to
being the following: software as a service (SaaS), which includes web-based email, games, and virtual
desktops; platform as a service (PaaS), which includes web servers, databases, middleware, and
development tools; and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), which can include virtual machines, load
balancers, and servers.

P. Mell and T. Grance, “The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing,” NIST Special Publication 800-145, 2011:
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/Legacy/SP/nistspecialpublication800-145.pdf
4
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These offerings can be delivered through different deployment models. A public cloud model makes
these services available publicly (provided they respect its terms, and most often pay for use), providing
little room for specificity from one user to another, though security measures still ensure that data, access
user-programmed settings remain specific to each customer. In a private cloud model, specific resources
are provisioned for exclusive use by a specific organization, itself comprising multiple users. The
resources may be hosted on or off the organization’s premises. A community cloud model extends this
exclusive use to a community of organizations with shared concerns (e.g. security or compliance
requirements). If an organization wishes to combine the benefits of this model, it opts for a hybrid cloud
model, whereby two or more types of separate infrastructure (public, private, or community) are bound
together by standardized or proprietary technology that enables data and application portability.
Today, cloud computing services are primarily marketed and consumed following a relatively centralized
model, whereby a small number of large datacentres serve hundreds to millions of customers at once.
As the data-intensity of tasks and the requirement for shorter latencies continues to rise (e.g. to enable
autonomous vehicles, or deliver streaming services), an increasing share of these capabilities will be
provided closer to the ‘edge’ of the network i.e. the source of the data, from smaller local datacentres
to IoT devices. Still, these processing capabilities can still be shared amongst multiple users, and
combined for high-intensity tasks, following a more distributed architecture. In this sense, edge
computing (and soon, swarm computing) services share most of the above characteristics and are an
extension of the cloud model and service offering. Accordingly, this report does not draw distinctions
between central and edge cloud computing per se, and all of these services should be considered within
the scope of “cloud services” or “cloud offerings” referred to henceforth.

Cloud computing market trends
Attempts by Eurostat to measure rates of cloud adoption across the EU set the number at 36% (see
figure 2). At least two major insights derive from this datapoint. First, the European market shows a
strong potential for growth. In fact, the market for cloud computing services in Europe is forecasted to
grow each year by 17.5% until 2025 (and 21% in Western Europe). However, cloud adoption in Europe
still lags behind that of the United States (US) as can be seen in figure 3). Furthermore, Eurostat’s data
underlines large variations in current take-up among Member States, with the highest percentages in
Finland (75%), Italy (59%), Sweden (70%) and Denmark (67%), while in six countries (Romania, Latvia,
Poland, Bulgaria, Greece and Hungary), less than 25% of businesses used cloud computing services in
20200 (see figures 1 and 2).
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Figures 1 and 2: Use of cloud computing services across the EU, as a percentage of total businesses
(>10 employees, excluding the financial sector), 2020, source: Eurostat
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Figure 3: Total end user spending on cloud services, December 2020 forecast, source: Gartner

How could a European cloud marketplace increase cloud adoption across the EU?
14 of the 27 EU Member States have identified cloud computing as a central component of their
industrial or digital strategies. The public sector itself holds a particularly strong growth potential for the
use of cloud services. The same goes for the wider circle of organizations that provide critical
infrastructure (energy, utilities, healthcare…) and industries in the security and defence sectors. But
together, these sectors also come with specific requirements in terms of physical and cyber security, as
well as data localization for which they struggle to find matches in traditional cloud offerings.

What is a cloud marketplace?
A cloud service marketplace is a digital platform that serves as an intermediary between buyers (large
and small, private and public) and sellers (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS providers of all size). It is generally possible
to distinguish between two broad categories of cloud marketplaces:
•

Provider-specific marketplaces, whereby one “main provider” operates a marketplace as a go-tomarket medium for its own service catalogue as well as third-party service offerings, which mostoften run on the main provider’s infrastructure and platform and drive consumption of these
services.

•

Provider-agnostic marketplaces, whereby a third-party organisation (not a cloud provider) operates
a marketplace without showing commercial preference for specific cloud providers, other than
verifying that they respect the platform’s terms. Provider-agnostic marketplaces can be open to all,
or choose to cater for specific user audiences (specific sectors, geographies) and specialise their
catalogue accordingly.

Much like physical supermarkets, cloud marketplace seek to aggregate a selection of cloud services from
different providers (from IaaS to SaaS, public to private cloud, and central cloud to edge computing)
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into a single service catalogue, and provide consumers with a single source of information that helps
them find services that match their needs. This aggregation of supply (and by consequence, of demand)
is the core and most basic value that a marketplace can offer.
The effectiveness of a marketplace stems from its performance on three criteria:
•

Liquidity: liquidity can be defined as the critical mass a marketplace must reach in order to become
self-sustainable. The liquidity of a marketplace depends on the volume of providers and consumers
using the marketplace, and more specifically, of visits or transactions by these users. It is the lifeline
of a marketplace (regardless of sectorial, product or service specialisation).

•

Matchmaking ability: users visit a marketplace with a transactional intent, looking to find a service
with ease and speed. The value of a cloud marketplace is therefore commensurate with its ability to
match supply with demand, and result in a transaction. Matchmaking ability is primarily determined
by the relevance of search results (i.e. quality of algorithms or human support), the ease and
intuitiveness of its navigation (UX/UI) and the efficiency of its transaction process. The operator can
for example choose to curate supply and demand to accelerate matchmaking, thereby increasing
customer and provider satisfaction. The way services are presented or delivered to users, and the
inclusion of a brokerage mechanism will also help optimize matchmaking.

•

Trust: marketplaces serve as a proxy for trust, especially in areas where buyers lack clear and
accessible information. In this way, marketplaces reduce the level of risk for buyers and in some
cases providers, by acting as a trusted third-party intermediary (for product quality, legal conformity,
security etc.). The success of a marketplace will therefore depend on its ability to screen its
participants effectively for compliance with a shared and transparent framework of rules, and
establish itself as a trusted gateway to suppliers, but also consumers, who meet these criteria.

Why Europe needs a transnational cloud service
marketplace
How could a European cloud marketplace increase cloud adoption across the EU? As uptake of cloud
services continues to accelerate, CSPs seek go-to-market strategies that simplify and de-multiply access
to and delivery of their cloud services. Some studies report that 43% of cloud users have indeed
purchased a software service via an online marketplace in the last 12 months, 25% of B2B SaaS sales
could be conducted via online marketplaces in the near future, and 65% of CSPs identify marketplace as
a core component of their go-to-market strategy. 5
For most cloud service users, direct purchases of cloud services have become very difficult (77%) 6 and
transactions facilitated by a marketplace are considered to be very convenient (73%)7. So far, these cloud
services are mostly used by customers for simple services such as email (76% of usage among cloud
users), file storage (67%) or office software (58%), but the services with the highest projected growth
rate until 2025 are database hosting (47% of usage among cloud users in 2020), business applications

Tacke, Macro trends, predictions, and expert insights into the shift in go-to-market in the cloud era, August 2020:
https://tackle.io/resources/reports/state-of-cloud-marketplaces/ and https://openviewpartners.com/blog/cloud-marketplaces/
6
Gartner, New B2B Buying Journey & its Implication for Sales, 2019: https://www.gartner.com/en/sales/insights/b2b-buyingjourney
7
J. McBain (Forrester), What I See Coming For The Channel In 2020, 2020 https://go.forrester.com/blogs/what-i-see-coming-forthe-channel-in-2020/
5
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(45%) and computing power for the company’s own software (24%)8. According to business-to-business
(B2B) customers, there are three main reasons behind the purchase of cloud services via a marketplace:
it simplifies the procurement process via a catalogue of services (as stated by 68% of cloud users), it
allows access to cheaper services via brokerage (50%) and it accelerates service delivery using dedicated
platforms (55%). Marketplaces have become key in shaping the supply and demand of cloud services:
70% of providers consider that marketplaces will play a key role in their go-to-market strategy, and 74%
of cloud users are extremely likely to purchase services via a marketplace in the future9.
European cloud service marketplaces are bound to play a pivotal role in accelerating the emergence of
a vibrant and world-class digital economy. Yet, in its current form, the expanding market of cloud services
is dominated by non-EU based CSPs: an increasing share of transactions are taking place on providerspecific marketplaces run by non-EU based CSPs. This situation might raise two types of issues: lower
competition and service diversity (by raising barriers to entry), preventing emergence of European
players, but also supply ends up being largely determined by these global players, resulting in difficulty
for European end users to find offerings that match their local requirements (e.g. in terms of data
sovereignty).
Firstly, as mentioned earlier in this study, one of the main issues limiting cloud uptake in Europe for
private SMEs, heavily regulated private sectors or for the public sector, is the lack of trust with available
cloud offerings. There is a need to provide European businesses and public institutions with a supply of
services that comply with requirements in areas like data protection and security, and more widely, that
garners their trust.
Furthermore, provider-led marketplaces usually host third-party services on their platform on the
condition that said third-party services leverage the marketplace operator’s proprietary cloud
infrastructure. This condition is understandable from a technical standpoint, for operating a fully
integrated cloud platform, giving users the ability to deploy and consume third-party cloud services via
a single administration console. However, this situation creates the side effect of skewing market
dynamics in favour of the few global leading cloud providers, whose IaaS and PaaS services are rendered
more attractive by the fact that they give access to a powerful go-to-market tool: a large and highly
visible online marketplace. Start-ups and SMEs with the intention of providing innovative applications
powered by cloud computing are incentivized to host their applications on the cloud platforms of the
largest CSPs, placing an additional entry barrier to the PaaS and IaaS market for new European providers.
There is therefore a need for a pan-European marketplace of cloud services that are transparent, trusted
and compliant with EU regulations on data protection, security, data portability, energy efficiency, market
practices, and industry specificities.
To this end, the EU wishes to implement a marketplace that would:
•

Provide a consolidated, fair, and trusted platform that consolidates a wide range of innovative
European cloud offerings.

•

Ensure value for money and ease of access to services tailored to EU market needs

•

Promote compliance with EU laws and policy priorities.

Eurostat, Cloud computing - statistics on the use by enterprises, data from January 2021 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/index.php?title=Cloud_computing_-_statistics_on_the_use_by_enterprises#Use_of_cloud_computing:_highlights
9
Tacke, Macro trends, predictions, and expert insights into the shift in go-to-market in the cloud era, August 2020:
https://tackle.io/resources/reports/state-of-cloud-marketplaces/
8
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The resulting marketplace would offer a single, reliable meeting point for users and providers of cloud
services in Europe, enabling:
•

Innovation and growth, by enabling access to the whole EU market for qualified suppliers and
providing innovators with best-in-class digital services.

•

Competitiveness and cost-efficiency, by ensuring that solutions proposed through the marketplace
are offered at their fair market value by competitive EU firms.

•

Digital transformation and harmonization of the EU market, by accelerating the digital
transformation of European firms and institutions, by levelling access to digital services across
Member States and by making this access quick and user friendly.

This ambition will support a core objective of the EU data strategy by facilitating access to and
consumption of to secure computing resources as well as data storage and processing platforms.

Objectives and scope of this study
Conducted at the request of the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Communications
Networks, Content and Technology, the objective of this conceptualisation study is to help policymakers
and industry define the target model(s) for an EU-wide cloud service marketplace that meets these
objectives. To this end, the study explores different scenarios and provides recommendations for the
key following parameters:
Value proposition and scope of services
•

•

What should be the marketplace’s priority customer base (in terms of sectors, type of organisation,
etc.)? How could the cloud marketplace address sector specificities? Should it be sector-specific,
cross-sector, or a combination of both?
What should be the marketplace’s value proposition, both in terms of scope of its catalogue and
scope of benefits provided to users (CSPs and consumers)? What are the pre-requisites to ensure
relevance and competitiveness relative to existing provider-led marketplaces?

Operating model and scope of features
•
•

What are the features that are expected by end-users? What are the technical components that are
necessary to deliver those features and their implications for the operating model?
How will the marketplace compare or interact with private cloud providers and their own online
marketplaces?

Business model
•
•

What are the options in terms of revenue-generation and revenue-sharing between the players
involved?
Can the marketplace achieve a self-sustaining business model, and if so, how?

Governance
•
•

•

How would the marketplace be governed, in order to achieve the right balance between consumer
protection/policy priorities and economic self-sustainability?
Who would be the main players involved, and what would be their respective roles and
responsibilities? How would this interact with existing and/or planned EU institutions stakeholders
involved in this marketplace?
How will services be approved to feature in the marketplace’s catalogue and checked for compliance
with EU regulations? According to what criteria?
17

•

How could a European cloud marketplace interact with comparable initiatives existing or planned at
national level?

Throughout these questions, the report also looks at the importance of sequencing i.e. what must come
first? Recommendations are prioritised based on objective above all: fast-tracking large-scale adoption,
by both CSPs and consumers.
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2. Lessons learned from existing
cloud marketplaces
Overview of existing and planned governmentled cloud marketplaces in Europe

Driven by the need to facilitate cloud uptake within the public sector, an increasing number of countries
have released or are developing their own online portals to supply cloud applications to national public
institutions (and in some cases, private stakeholders).
Among these country-level initiatives, the United Kingdom’s Government-Cloud (commonly referred
to as G-Cloud) stands out as one of the earliest projects of this kind - its first release dates back to 2008
– as well as for its considerable user base. Other notable examples of existing cloud marketplaces/portals
are the Belgian Government-Cloud (G-Cloud) portal launched in 2015, the French UGAP10 C3 portal
or the Greek Government-Cloud (G-Cloud) Project. Similarly, Italy (Cloud Italia project) and Estonia
(Riigipilv project) have announced their intention to develop their own national portals for the purpose
of providing IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS, or even consulting and integration services, to their public institutions.
The fact that a growing number of European countries are making cloud a centrepiece of their digital
strategies via the development of cloud marketplaces or application portals demonstrates that there is
a shared need across Europe to facilitate the provision of cloud services while protecting local
sovereignty, particularly when considering the cloud consumption of public institutions or private SMEs.
A key question therefore is to analyse the insights to be gained from ongoing national cloud marketplace
projects. Additionally, this study investigates how a European cloud marketplace would interact with its
national equivalents, via frameworks of coordination, interoperability or even federation of some
components of these marketplaces.

Notable examples of privately operated cloud
marketplaces
As noted earlier, large-scale cloud computing players have in the past few years introduced online
marketplaces of their own to facilitate the provision of their cloud-based services to customers. Over the
years, many of these privately operated cloud marketplaces have expanded to include services
developed by third parties and hosted on the cloud infrastructure of each marketplace operator. Notable

10

Disclosure: Capgemini is the current operator of the UGAP C3 marketplace on behalf of the French Government.
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examples of this model include the marketplaces of Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure or Google
Cloud Platform, as well as those of players like OVHcloud or SAP . On these marketplaces, a customer
may shop for software or other cloud applications from a wide range of categories (DevOps, Data
Analytics, Machine Learning, etc.) that are either directly developed and supplied by the marketplace
operator or by smaller third-party providers hosted by the operator’s cloud infrastructure, including
start-ups and SMEs.
One of the key elements of interest of these privately-operated “hyperscale” cloud marketplaces (also
referred to as “hyperscalers”) is the size of their service catalogue, which is directly linked to their
significant population of third-party service providers and cloud consumers. While each marketplace
may offer several hundred proprietary cloud services developed by its operator, the number of thirdparty services offered via each marketplace often run in the thousands.
Additionally, it is worth noting that the extensive commercial success of these provider-operated
marketplaces stems from rapid mass user adoption thanks to the importance placed on user experience
(users being both the providers, and the consumers of cloud services).
In this field, leading marketplace operators have learned important lessons from online retail
marketplaces. In particular, the commercial development and adoption strategy that has fuelled
expansion of Amazon’s online retail division (not to be confused with AWS, its cloud computing division)
is summarized into a model commonly referred to as the “Amazon Flywheel”. At its core, this strategy
leverages improved customer experience to drive traffic to the platform from both customers and thirdparty sellers, speeding up the growth of the marketplace and reducing prices and costs. The Amazon
Flywheel model can be described as a virtuous cycle of growth fuelled excellent customer experience.
Fundamentally, it can be applied to all marketplaces (whether in retail or digital services)

Figure 4: Representation of the “Amazon Flywheel” strategy
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Key takeaways from existing examples of
privately or publicly operated cloud
marketplaces
Several key findings can be highlighted from a high-level analysis of existing cloud marketplaces, in
particular marketplaces facilitated by public players at the national level:
•

Existing and planned publicly-sponsored cloud marketplaces share four objectives:
o

Facilitating (and thereby increasing) wide-scale adoption of cloud services across the public
sector;

o

Reducing the relative cost of cloud services for the public sector (by providing a catalogue
of services at prices pre-negotiated by government procurement office, often via framework
contracts);

o

Levelling the playing field between leading global providers and smaller European providers
riving innovation in sovereign cloud services, to support the emergence and scaling of
European service offerings and/or service offerings that meet requirements in terms of trust
and data sovereignty (most often through state-endorsed certifications);

o

Harmonizing IT services and capabilities across multiple administrations (via a single,
consolidated, and harmonized service catalogue).

•

While they are built to address the needs of the public sector, publicly-sponsored marketplaces can
often end up supporting cloud adoption by private sector customers, especially those with fewer
resources such has SMEs, by providing a trusted and user-friendly source of information.

•

Excellent – starting with simple – user experience is a crucial element for the development of an
online marketplace, as the main driver for user adoption and for the retention of a self-sustaining
community of users.

•

Existing public-sector marketplaces are relatively simple by design, usually taking the form of a
simple service catalogue available on an openly accessible online portal. With one exception,
national cloud marketplaces currently limit their service to matchmaking, and do not take part in
brokering transactions beyond redirecting towards existing framework contracts, nor do they take
charge for delivering the service. Most successful public cloud services marketplace have
implemented the « catalogue model » (UK G-Cloud, Belgium G-Cloud, Germany Trusted Cloud, etc.),
where contracting and delivery of services between provider and consumer take place outside of
the marketplace. The exception is France’s UGAP C3 marketplace, which incorporates a brokering
service, and also forecasts and tracks consumption for users.

•

Interconnectivity between marketplaces and other platforms is rare. Since public-led marketplaces
of cloud services take a rather basic “catalogue-like” form, they do not provide interconnectivity
features with other platforms. Users must contract and take delivery of their services outside of the
marketplace. The marketplaces also do not leverage data from public administration IS networks
(with the exception of the SARA Network in Spain which provides limited data sharing capabilities
between ministries). Provider-led cloud marketplaces are however sometimes connected to
platforms operated by public administrations. For example, Azure Government (a specific cloud
offering for the US government) can be connected to a curated, disconnected version of the Azure
marketplace).
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3. Defining the value proposition
of a European cloud service
marketplace
The European cloud marketplace needs a unique value proposition to ensure user adoption (both from
consumers and providers of cloud services) and prove its relevance as an enabler of national and EU
cloud policy. The value proposition of a marketplace can be measured along two scales: 1) the breadth
and depth of features it offers to users and 2) the breadth and quality of its catalogue of (cloud) services.
These two sources of value and differentiation are detailed below.

Breaking down the value of a marketplace
Regardless of whether a transaction is ultimately sealed on or outside of the marketplace, the completion
of transactions remains its primary purpose. Every cloud service transaction can be broken down into
three phases:
Figure 5: Representation of the three phases of a cloud service transaction

Each phase requires the addition of new features to the marketplace:
•

Information-gathering: users browse through available services and select solutions that match their
specific needs. This basic level of service corresponds to the model adopted by most existing public
sector, provider-agnostic marketplaces, such as the UK’s, Belgium’s or Greece’s G-Cloud.

•

Transact desired services: brokerage services and/or services enabling direction between cloud
service consumers and providers facilitate the selection process, price negotiation and contractual
formalization of the transaction. This additional feature is for example found in the case of France’s
C3 cloud marketplace for public organisations.

•

Deliver and pay for services: users consume the cloud service and pay according to their
consumption. While some marketplaces (e.g. France’s C3) offer consumption tracking without
handling technical delivery of the services, delivery requires the marketplace to be connected to
providers’ infrastructure. This is most often observed in the case of provider-specific marketplaces,
which serve to promote services that can be delivered on the provider’s infrastructure.

Separately, marketplaces differ based on their catalogue: the amount of choice it provides and extent to
which it is curated – i.e. the extent to which the marketplace operator tailors the catalogue to its
consumer base and ‘vouches’ for its quality. To define the target positioning of a European cloud
marketplace, we distinguish four levels of service curation:
•

Open and exhaustive listing: in this case, the marketplace offers the largest possible range of cloud
services available to European firms. The catalogue is ‘open’: the process to join the marketplace
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and list one’s services features few to no barriers, to encourage provider adoption and volume
(minimal provider verification and no curation). This model has the advantage of providing users
with a single, exhaustive catalogue of services, but can make it difficult to find one’s preferred service
and/or trust the quality of services listed on the marketplace.
•

Compliant services: the marketplace catalogue could be checked to provide a reliable and widely
recognized, or even “official”, listing of EU-compliant cloud services. Here, the marketplace plays a
central role in verifying the compliance of cloud providers with mandatory EU regulations, meeting
a pressing need from consumers.

•

Curated services: on top of verifying compliance, the marketplace identifies and promotes services
with features and certifications that go above and beyond mandatory EU requirements (advanced
sovereignty, interoperability, or energy efficiency). Curation can also help address the needs of
specific sectors (compliance with sector-specific regulations, relevance to sector-specific use cases).

•

Unique products: in this case, the marketplace offers access to an exclusive set of cloud offers (e.g.
unique based on their assurances in terms of interoperability, data sovereignty or energy-efficiency).
The marketplace can even offer to work with providers on developing these offers. The marketplace
is known as the exclusive medium to access such tailored sovereign cloud services, which inherently
includes transaction support (e.g. see growth path 2 below).

It is worth noting that much like the different levels of features, these levels of curation can be
cumulative: a marketplace’s catalogue can encompass all ‘compliant services’, and at the same allow
users to feature for a more select list of ‘curated services’. In practice, the UK G-Cloud’s catalogue
provides very little curation, and is between the first two levels, whereas France’s C3 marketplace has
opted for a curated catalogue of 9 providers. Based on the announced aspirations of the GAIA-X label(s),
GAIA-X aspires to feature not only compliant and curated services (with its GAIA-X compliance label),
but also unique cloud offers via its federated catalogue.
Combining the two aforementioned scales of differentiation, the following matrix identifies the playing
fields open to a marketplace. Each position on the grid corresponds to a different value proposition: the
more it moves up along each axis, the more the marketplace gains in value to cloud consumers, but also
in cost and technical complexity.
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Figure 6: Value proposition matrix for a European cloud marketplace

Target positioning and paths to growth
Looking at these different playing fields, where can a European cloud marketplace position a viable value
proposition? Having assessed the relative interest of a sample of providers (IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) and
consumers (public and private, large and small), we find that only certain playing fields are feasible.
Figure 7: Value proposition matrix – relative viability of playing fields
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Considering the complexity involved in supporting delivery, especially in a provider-agnostic scenario
and at the same time, the value already provided by existing cloud marketplaces (provider-led
marketplaces and national public-sector focused marketplaces), it appears that:
-

A catalogue that lists any and all cloud services would offer little to no value to the market,
and would actually be detrimental to consumer trust – one of three key success factors.

-

Providing transaction and delivery support for a very wide catalogue is economically and
technically unfeasible, as such features require a certain amount of knowledge and technical
command from the operator. This could however be feasible in the case of select framework
contracts, offering pre-negotiated conditions to certain consumers (i.e. public institutions).

The added value of a European cloud marketplace is strongest and most appealing when:
-

Providing up to date and trusted information on EU-compliant cloud services

-

Curating a selection of offers based on sovereignty, sustainability, interoperability and
sector-specific regulations, including unique offerings

-

Facilitating the transactions on a small selection of well-mastered or exclusive services

The viability of remaining scenarios will depend on the adoption and economic viability (or policy
priority) assigned to:
-

Having a comprehensive catalogue of cloud offers available on the European market

-

Transaction support for a wider set of offers

-

Delivery support for specific offers

Having identified the viable playing fields, the question turns to sequencing. The target growth plan
should work by iterations and focus initial efforts on securing adoption and traffic. Accordingly, a
European cloud marketplace could grow in five stages, as represented in the following diagram.
Figure 8: Value proposition matrix – charting the path to growth
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1.

To kickstart adoption, the EU cloud marketplace’s initial value proposition should be to facilitate
access to trusted information on EU-compliant cloud services, limiting its role to informationgathering, consolidation and user-led matchmaking.

2.

A subset of services could benefit from curation and specific promotion by the marketplace,
based on criteria to be determined based on the most prevalent consumer needs
(portability/reversibility, regional availability, security or sector-specific certifications).

3.

For further added value to cloud service users, the marketplace could also become the exclusive
medium to certain unique cloud service offerings (e.g. services specifically configured to be
immune to extra-territorial legislation), which would inherently include transaction support. This
could also extend to developing European wide framework contracts for certain offers or sectors
(leading to a unique pricing).

4.

Another strategy to increase the marketplace’s value would be to provide transaction-facilitating
features to a wider range of services based on criteria such as their alignment with the EU Cloud
Alliance’s future strategic priorities or their importance for the EU’s technological sovereignty.

5.

In the long term, as adoption grows, a further opportunity to expand the marketplace would be to
progressively develop delivery-facilitating features exclusive to the marketplace. This delivery
platform would preferably be reserved for a subset of curated cloud services, or cloud services
exclusively traded on the marketplace.

Prioritizing sector specificities
In practice, the relevance of the marketplace’s value proposition will vary from one sector to another. All
EU industries share a common need to access EU-compliant services. But each sector will then require
access to more specific solutions, some more than others, based on their level of regulation and/or on
the sensitivity of their activities and data. The marketplace can address these specificities through
stronger curation of its catalogue, and transaction support.
How could a European cloud marketplace address the multiplicity of sector-specific needs and
which sectors should it prioritize?
Two approaches are worth considering. On one hand, the marketplace could immediately focus on
sectors that require it most: highly-regulated sectors and/or countries that have resisted adopting
‘mainstream’ cloud offerings due to compliance and trust concerns, and lack of tailored support i.e.
energy, utilities or healthcare providers, aerospace-defence industry, or the public sector at large. This
approach would ensure certain differentiation from existing cloud marketplaces and favour strong levels
of adoption, but in a more restricted circle.
Yet, the sequencing recommended in chapter 3.2 favours a more incremental approach. This second
approach would enable adoption across EU countries and sectors early-on with cheaper features, and
progressively build the capabilities needed to address sector-specific needs. This reflects the approach
taken by cloud service providers to achieve economies of scale and build the capital to invest in more
advanced services.
In fact, all sectors will benefit from a marketplace of EU-compliant services (from agriculture to massmarket retail). Regulated sectors, especially critical infrastructure providers, as well as sectors that handle
large amounts of sensitive personal data and/or prized intellectual property will have additional, specific
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needs (healthcare, mobility, energy & utilities, telecommunications, industry & manufacturing…). A
curated catalogue, featuring cloud services that meet sector-specific requirements and/or certifications
and expectations that go above and beyond the forthcoming EU Cloud Rulebook will primarily serve to
address these sectors. Public institutions and sectors with the most sensitive data and activities (e.g.
aerospace-defence) will have additional requirements and restrictions on cloud usage, both in terms of
security and procurement process. These sectors will be the primary beneficiaries of tailored, ‘unique’
solutions that meet the strictest requirements in terms of data security and sovereignty. Transaction
support (especially via framework contracts) will also help to secure adoption from public institutions,
who have specific financial expenditure monitoring needs 11.
Should national or sector-related specificities be addressed through one or several separate
marketplaces?
Given that a large part of the catalogue will be relevant to many different sectors and that it can be
adapted to sector specificities via different interfaces and search algorithms, it is safe to assume that a
single marketplace can cater to all the needs 12. If certain sectors or countries wish to operate a
marketplace for these types of services while keeping a hand over curation and/or contractual aspects,
the European cloud marketplace could be made available as a technical framework that can be
instantiated for a local operator. Local operators could refine the search algorithm or parameters made
available to users, provide a tailored brokerage service or operate local framework contracts. They could
also develop and test additional features, which could then be deployed across all other instances if they
prove successful locally.

11
12

This is a key part of the value proposition of the UGAP C3 marketplace in France (operated by Capgemini).
See chapters 4.3 for customer journey details on this point and 5.1 regarding sector-specific features
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4. Building
the
marketplace:
operating models, architecture,
and user journeys
To address the previously outlined ambitions, the marketplace’s architecture and operating model will
need to incorporate a common set of features and enable access to different stakeholders. Five key
players would take part in using, supporting, or overseeing the marketplace: customers, providers, the
marketplace operators, brokers, and supervisory and governance bodies.
Figure 9: Simplified representation of marketplace operating model & stakeholders

Customers
European public and private customers of cloud services looking for a trusted and secure one-stop-shop
for cloud services will use the marketplace to find the cloud services that best meet their needs. They
access the marketplace via a customer interface (‘portal’) that provides access to a more or less restricted
range of features based on the chosen scenario:
•

Browsing for cloud services via the marketplace catalogue made available via the customer interface.

•

Creating an account via the marketplace’s IAM system

•

Contacting providers directly via the marketplace or via the services of a broker

•

Placing and managing an order for cloud services via the marketplace

•

Make payments via an integrated payment system

Providers
Cloud service providers (CSPs) are private companies that offer cloud services to other businesses, public
institutions, or individuals. In the relational scenario, they access the marketplace via a provider portal
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where they can upload their catalogue of services in the prescribed format. They also make access to
their services available for certification and audit agencies that certify these services and to supervisory
authorities to share rules and standards. In the transactional scenario, they could receive orders from the
marketplace’s order management system and customer payments through third-party payment service
providers if their service offering includes curated/exclusive cloud services. In the platforming scenario,
their services could be delivered via a dedicated IaaS/PaaS provider and communicate service
consumption data to the marketplace. Cloud service providers will use different marketplace features:
•

Accessing the marketplace’s provider interface portal by creating a specific account via the
marketplace’s IAM system

•

Listing and describing cloud services via the marketplace’s service catalogue framework

•

Declaring the certifications of their cloud services via the marketplace’s certification system

•

Engaging with and providing cloud services to potential consumers, perhaps via a marketplace
broker or even by leveraging the marketplace’s order management and payment services.

Marketplace operator and broker
The marketplace operator could either be an independent institution or a private contractor hired or
appointed to oversee the day-to-day operations of the marketplace. The broker can be the same
contractor, or a separate private entity whose sole role is to facilitate matchmaking and transaction
fulfilment between consumers and CSPs. The broker facilitates the transaction in exchange for a
commission until a deal is reached. The operator and the broker develop and manage the features that
the marketplace offers to its customers and cloud service providers, more specifically:
•

The operator develops and manages the marketplace via a mature backend/frontend (containers,
middleware, and runtime) administration platform. The operator will thus oversee security,
observability, and management of the platform

•

The broker provides access to a detailed and understandable description of cloud services and their
associated certifications via the marketplace’s service catalogue

•

The broker also interacts with CSPs and consumers, potentially via communication features
integrated into the marketplace.

Unless they are funded by other means, the operators and broker must generate revenue for their service
(see chapter 5.2).
Supervisory and governance bodies
European institutions would be the public sponsors of the marketplace at a European level. These
institutions notably define the guidelines and overall strategy imposed on the marketplace via the
marketplace’s Steering Committee. The marketplace Steering Committee is an association of key players
entrusted with the responsibility of overseeing and developing the marketplace, notably representatives
from European institutions, representatives from relevant regulatory and audit agencies, the marketplace
operator and a potential third-party marketplace supervisor.
Supervisory authorities that specialize in specific sectors (such as banking or healthcare) may already be
subject to oversight by dedicated supervisory authorities. These independent sectoral supervisors /
supervisory authorities will provide specific guidelines and legislations applicable to the consumption of
cloud services in their specific/respective sectors.
These institutions will carry out specific actions to control the activities/operations of the marketplace:
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•

Even if the European institutions do not necessarily play a direct role in the marketplace, they
exercise their supervisory and sponsoring role via their anticipation into the marketplace’s
Steering Committee.

•

The marketplace Steering Committee oversees most of the strategic decision-making of the
marketplace, in coordination with several key stakeholders such as the marketplace operator,
institutional sponsors or potential public or private partners, like GAIA-X.

•

The supervisory authorities give access to a potential shared and trusted repository of service
certifications, or an automated certification system, to ensure that the marketplace’s service
catalogue only displays accurate information about certified cloud services.

Third-party services
Third-party services will be needed to support key processes within the marketplace. Regardless of the
different scenarios, public and private certification and audit agencies must not only certify and verify
compliance with the announced EU Cloud Rulebook, but also certify the services provided by cloud
suppliers. The IAM provider manages the identities of customers and providers regardless of the
scenario applied. For the transactional and platforming scenarios in which the transaction takes place
within the platform, payment service providers (PSP) must be added; these third-party services oversee
payment processing and the payment information system.
The certification and audit agencies are various public or private organizations that help validate the
reliability, security, and sovereignty of certain cloud services by checking/verifying their compliance with
predetermined market-wide certifications. The IAM provider can be a private entity that specializes in
the development of IAM services, or a trusted public entity with a pre-existing IAM system which is being
leveraged by the EU marketplace. Payment service providers (PSP) are third-party companies that
specialize in building payment infrastructure and provide it to other companies in exchange for a service
fee. PSPs can equip the marketplace with the ability to process online transactions between different
parties.
These third-party providers must fulfil some specific tasks/responsibilities with respect to marketplace
activities:
•

The certification and audit agencies certify the services, solutions, or data offered by providers;
they officially recognize the standards met by the services offered within the marketplace. The
supervision and the sharing of rules and standards with the marketplace operator are also a
responsibility of the certification and audit agencies.

•

IAM providers securely manage the identities of participants accessing the marketplace and
their access to specific applications, systems, or services. They also protect sensitive systems,
assets and information from unauthorized access or use. They ensure that only legitimate,
authenticated users have access to the marketplace.

•

Payment service providers manage the payment gateway of the marketplace. They send the
transaction information, initiated by the customer, to a payment processor used by the
provider’s acquiring bank. Finally, they manage payments or transactions through the platform.

For all these third-parties (the audit and certification agencies, IAM providers and PSPs), the marketplace
represents a new source of revenue, as it gives them access to a new market (the cloud service providers,
the marketplace, and the customers).
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Choosing an operating model
The breadth of features offered by a European cloud marketplace and its operating model will vary
according to the extent to which transactions take place on or outside the platform. For matters of
simplicity, we distinguish three possible models or ‘scenarios’, based on the three transaction stages
outlined in chapter 3 (Inform-Transact-Deliver).
Figure 10: operating model scenarios

1 – Relational scenario
In this first scenario, the marketplace provides a trusted, accessible, and comparable source of
information on cloud services (including certifications and price estimates for desired services) and
facilitate communication between customers and providers (by providing contact details or
incorporating direct communication channels like online chat). This is the most basic operating
framework. The marketplace effectively consists of an online service catalogue adhering to a set of
unified specifications and descriptions. Data analytics and reporting features, as well as Identity Access
Management (IAM) system are optional, but are recommended to enable curation and service
certification/auditing. Consumers may be able to contact providers via the marketplace, but transactions
(price-setting, contractual formalities) and service delivery take place off the marketplace.
Figure 11: reference operating model - relational model

2 – Transactional scenario
In a transactional model, the model evolves to incorporate brokerage features for certain services,
including consumption tracking and framework contracts. This requires an order management system,
advanced analytics as well as optional integration with one or multiple payment service providers if the
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operator manages framework contracts for certain services. The IAM system and the reporting and
analytics features become mandatory.
Figure 12: reference operating model - transactional model

3 – Platforming scenario
The third model incorporates the ability to directly orchestrate deployment and manage delivery of (at
least a subset of) cloud services listed on the catalogue via the marketplace. This would involve
integration with one or several infrastructure providers where the cloud services can be hosted. In terms
of customer experience, this would combine the ‘one-stop-shop’ experience of provider-led
marketplaces offered by leading global cloud providers with the trust and relative agnosticism offered
by a third-party intermediary. However, this scenario is significantly more complex from a technical
standpoint. It must also offer transparent criteria and/or integrate with multiple infrastructure providers
to avoid providing an unfair competitive advantage to one provider. In practice, a platforming scenario
would only feasible for a limited set of unique or highly curated offerings, and with a strong and balanced
governance.
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Figure 13: reference operating model – platforming model

Charting the provider and customer journey
Provider Journey
Figure 14: overview of the provider journey

The provider journey could be broken down into four stages:
•

Subscription: at the ‘subscription’ stage, providers join the cloud marketplace to sell their products
and services. This consists of three steps – registering on the marketplace, verifying their compliance
with the marketplace’s basic standards and criteria and defining the framework and preferential
contracts along with the pricing of their products and services (for transactional and platforming
scenarios).
KPIs to monitor: number of service providers subscribed per period of time; average subscription time
per stage (esp. compliance verification).
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•

Referencing: the provider references their products and services onto the marketplace catalogue.
For this purpose, providers must be able to enter and update their portfolio of services in the
marketplace catalogue following a prescribed format, list and verify the corresponding certifications,
and promote them to consumers on the platform (and track interactions with customers).
KPIs to monitor: number of services listed on the catalogue; ratio of services listed per service provider;
price evolution of services

•

Selling: providers must then be able to sell their services quickly and securely to consumer and
receive payment. Depending on the implementation model, this may or may not take place on the
marketplace, and in the former case, may benefit from the support of a broker. If the marketplace
does not support transactions and delivery, it must allow for efficient redirecting of consumers
interested in purchasing a service towards an external site or process where the transaction and
delivery can take place (e.g. the providers’ own website).
KPIs to monitor: number of services and aggregate financial value of services sold per period of time;
transformation rate.

•

Monitoring and follow-up: once providers have sold their service, they will need to be able to
monitor consumption, provide after sale support and leverage the experience to innovate and
continuously strengthen their service offering.
KPIs to monitor: customer satisfaction and churn rate; number and outcome of incidents reported;
provider response time.

Customer Journey
Figure 15: overview of the customer journey

The customer journey is made up of five stages:
•

Discovery: the ‘discovery’ stage consists of three steps: recognizing the need for or interest in
cloud services, being informed of the existence of the marketplace, registering as a user. For
these stages, the marketplace must ensure it is easy to find by organizations seeking to use
cloud services in Europe, and that it facilitates access to trusted, easily comprehensible
information on cloud services.
Non exhaustive examples of KPIs to monitor: number of visits by unregistered users; source of
visits; profile of unregistered users; time to register; number of new subscribers per period of time.
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•

Selection: prospective consumers of cloud services will then browse the catalogue and seek to
find services that match their requirements. They will want to be able to shortlist and compare
services – a feature that will benefit from a standardised nomenclature of information between
providers – and verify their level of compliance / certifications. The operator may choose to allow
open access to browse the catalogue i.e. even to unregistered organisations, in order to
strengthen the marketplace’s role as a trusted source of information.
Non exhaustive examples of KPIs to monitor: page visits; information/certification most often
checked.

•

Contract-signing: once they've chosen their preferred service, user should have the ability to
place the order (like ‘adding to cart’) and proceed to signing a contract. In the relational scenario,
users would have the possibility to be redirected to the provider’s own website or a third-party
process.
Non exhaustive examples of KPI to monitor: conversion rate, number of products and services
sold per period of time and associated revenue

•

Consumption and payment: consumers then expect to start using the service almost
immediately, requiring tight synchronization between the marketplace and providers’ systems.
This must also integrate consumption tracking in order to enable pay-per-consumption, while
still providing users with transparency and control over the consumption data they share with
providers.

•

Advocacy: it is important to consider that the consumer journey does not end after services have
been transacted. Customer support, feedback, as well as advocacy, is key to retain demand and
target innovation (see the ‘Amazon Flywheel’ model presented in figure 4). the ‘advocacy’ phase
is made up of three steps – sharing the feedback, after-sales service, and product promotion.
The marketplace should help providers collect feedback and turn consumers into active
ambassadors on and outside of the platform.
Non-exhaustive examples of KPIs to monitor: customer feedback; number and outcome of
incidents reported; level of customer involvement on platform.

Detailed scope of features and services to be
provided by the marketplace
The growth plan, operating model scenarios and customer journeys presented in previous sections entail
a long list of features. Some of these can be considered ‘mandatory’, i.e. necessary to meet customer
and provider needs even in the most basic scenario, while others, often more complex, should be
developed at a later stage (e.g. in transactional or delivery scenarios, and/or to enable more advanced
catalogue curation ). The latter could also be provided at a fee, when basic functionalities should be
provided on a standard basis to all users.
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Mandatory features
•

Service listing function: at the heart of the marketplace lies the service. It takes the form of a
standardised, ordered and, detailed list of services made available by providers to customers. Via a
dedicated portal, providers can create and manage their service listings and describe them using
predefined description fields. This detailed information is accessed by customers via their own
dedicated portal or a standardized landing page. A sector-specific user interface might be envisaged
to improve the user experience and adoption.

•

Search & browsing function: this feature lets customers find the specific service they are looking for.
In its most basic format, the marketplace and its service catalogue should allow customers to launch
product searches on the marketplace portal, leveraging category filters and easily accessible product
pages.

•

Certification system: a key demand from public and private customers of cloud services in Europe is
the need to access a reliable source of information on the sovereignty and trust of potential cloud
services. As a result, a basic service certification system must be included even in the most basic EU
Cloud Marketplace scenarios. A basic certification system could for example involve formal
verification by the marketplace operator of a select list of official certifications (e.g. official cloud
security certifications like SecNumCloud or BSI C5) but rely on a declarative approach for privatesector led labels, which would be verified only once the first transaction takes place for the given
service to minimize the administrative burden. The involvement of external audit & certification
agencies to carry out these tasks is explored in section 5.2 of this document.

•

IAM system: a robust identity and access management system will be required to ensure trust in the
information listed on the platform by providers, as well as to enable customers to order services,
manage their profile and benefit from a tailored experience. A basic IAM could be implemented by
integrating a third party IAM solution. The marketplace could then build or connect to a federated
IAM such as the service due to be provided by GAIA-X.

•

Reporting and analytics system: customers, providers, and the operator will require metrics to
monitor activity and adoption, identify sources of improvement and detect and correct issues. This
function should first be developed to meet the needs of providers and the operator, and then evolve
to meet needs of customers (particularly to support the first and last stages of their journey).

•

Customer service: customer service is an essential component of improved customer experience
within the context of (online) cloud marketplaces. Even a basic format of customer service can drive
customer loyalty and adoption. Under its most basic format, customer service may take the form of
a ‘Help’ search function, FAQ page and contact forms when customers encounter an issue.
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Optional features13
•

Advanced search/browsing algorithms: building upon the basic search functions illustrated
previously, it is possible to design and implement more advanced features with the goal of
connecting shoppers with relevant products as quickly as possible. Notably, it is possible to
implement a search algorithm which would match customer search queries with keywords from
relevant product listings. Even more advanced search functions may leverage additional information
(such as product ratings or click-through rates) to prioritize/rank the results of search queries and
improve the customer experience. Finally, search algorithms could also be specific to the customer’s
sector to provide results that take into account the customer’s particularities. This feature could be
developed in conjunction with a sector-wise user interface.

•

Brokerage features: within the context of a European Cloud Marketplace addressing public and
private customers (probably, with limited maturity in terms of the adoption of cloud services),
different brokerage services could improve the customer experience significantly. Notably,
automated or procedural services could be implemented to facilitate transactions between
customers and providers. For example, a broker could help customers find the most relevant service
provider for their needs or facilitate the contractual formalities between customers and providers, if
necessary, via pre-defined framework contracts.

•

Financial simulation: to favour user adoption and competition within the several CSPs, the
marketplace should include a financial simulation feature. Customers would then be able to

forecast and compare the costs of the options that fit their needs
•

Advanced payment and order management (applicable to the platforming scenario only): under
certain advanced scenarios, the European Cloud Marketplace may offer payment functionalities to
process the purchase of services made via the marketplace. In addition to payment gateways,
multiple sub-features can be envisioned/considered such as (but not limited to):

•

o

Escrow and commission fees (in the case of brokerage services),

o

Standardized framework contracts,

o

Billing and invoice operations,

o

Multiple payment options.

Automated certification system: beyond a basic manual and declarative certification system (relying
on information provided by the service providers themselves), more advanced certification features
can be envisioned. For instance, an automated and trusted digital certification system could be
developed, and access granted to public, and possibly private, certification and audit agencies. While
the development of this digital certification platform would come at a higher upfront cost, it would
distribute the verification responsibility and accelerate verification of certifications through digital
authentications. The repository (or part of it) could be made readable to all, providing all firms and
citizens with direct access to verify certifications and further strengthening trust in the European
ecosystem. The repository could therefore be used for other applications of the forthcoming EU
Cloud Rulebook.

•

Advanced customer service: beyond the most basic forms of customer service, more advanced
features can be designed and implemented (or acquired), such as, but not limited to:
o

AI-powered customer service (chatbots to improve the user experience for instance)

o

Knowledgebase, forums, or even training services

o

Self-care functions (via notice boards or universal search features)

All these pertain to the ‘transactional’ and ‘platforming’ operating models, except for “advanced payment & order
management” which is only relevant in the latter scenario.
13
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o

Service Level Agreement (SLA) management can be used to provide the desired
transparency and guarantees, including data privacy and protection

o
•

Customer/contact tracing

Advanced reporting and analytics: reporting and analytics features can also be developed into more
advanced (freemium) versions. Notably, the marketplace can provide users the option to personalize
their reports or to export data to outside platforms via connectors and APIs. For instance, with the
help of the brokering services data, the marketplace could provide personalized consumption
monitoring for each customer.
Figure 16: Preliminary list of service categories for the EU Cloud Marketplace

As discussed in previous chapters, the main added value of the EU Cloud Marketplace would be to
provide a catalogue of cloud services to customers. We list here the different categories of cloud services
that the marketplace could provide, along with their specificities.
First, foundation or core services: traditional services like computing (including Edge, serverless, and
high-performance computing), data storage, container management (organizing, adding or replacing
large number of software containers), networking, migration, and Content Delivery Network (CDN - a
geographically distributed network of proxy servers and their datacentres). In addition, support, training,
implementation, integration, and consulting services should be available to increase the quality of the
user experience. Industry-specific services should also be considered to best meet the needs of each
customer category: healthcare cloud service customers, customers from the financial sector, public
sector, manufacturing sector, etc. Examples of generic features that would enable the marketplace to
consider sector-specificities are the sector-specific user interface and search/brokerage algorithms.
Some other sector-specific services might also be added to improve the user experience.
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Big Data, analytics, and database services would also be provided, like data factory (a hybrid data
integration service that simplifies the extraction, processing and loading of large-scale data), dataflow
management (decomposition of computational actors into several independent pipelines that execute
concurrently), BI (Business Intelligence) and data visualization tools, and data catalogues (that provide a
context to analysts, data scientists, data managers and all data stakeholders to find and understand a
dataset in order to extract business value). Database services would be provided as well, including all
the existing types of database management services: NoSQL database, graph database, relational
database (MySQL, PostgreSQL etc.), centralized database, object-oriented database, and distributed
database.
DevOps services are a set of practices aimed at shortening the system development life cycle and
providing continuous delivery with high software quality. They should also be available within the EU
Cloud Marketplace services: directly for cloud application development, continuous testing, integration,
operations and deployment services, and API Management services.
IoT (internet of Things) services constitute a crucial part for the future growth of cloud services. For
instance, IoT development within the industrial sector needs IoT analytics, connectivity, applications, and
device security management. All these services should be available in the EU Cloud Marketplace
catalogue.
AI and ML (Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning) may be developed with the help of cloud services
such as AI application tools (speech, text, or video AI applications such as bot services). Automated
machine learning algorithms may also be trained directly with a database stored on the cloud, and datascience VMs (Virtual Machines) would / could also be provided to let scientists train and run their own
machine learning models on the cloud.
Business applications are a wide range of services that might be available on the cloud and that aim at
increasing business efficiency in general. For instance, SaaS solutions such as Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) could be included in the service catalogue,
in addition to collaboration, content, project and business management devices or even blockchain
applications.
Management, Security and Governance tools should also be available to ensure the quality of the
marketplace, in terms of compliance, data safety, sovereignty, and user experience. Thus, the security,
identity and compliance level of each cloud service provider’s solution should be available to the
customer. In addition, management and governance tools for customers like monitoring services, log
analytics services, and hybrid or multi-cloud management tools are essential services to offer a best-inclass user experience.
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5. Setting up the marketplace for
success:
business
and
governance model
Business model of the European Cloud
Marketplace
The long-term success of the EU Cloud Marketplace will mirror the robustness of its business model.
That business model must serve the EU’s economic priorities, while breaking even in the long term
without favouring specific economic interests (marketplace operator or certain providers).
The business model of the European Cloud Marketplace must cover both the development phase (capital
expenditure) and run phase (operational expenditure). Different sources of funding & revenue will need
to be combined to make the marketplace economically viable from the operator’s perspective and from
users’ perspective (cloud providers and consumers). These sources are presented and compared in the
following section.
The business model must be implemented under the dual objective of maximizing user adoption and
achieving financial sustainability. If the marketplace remains publicly sponsored, it should not generate
supernormal profits. The ramp up and proof of concept of the marketplace will inevitably incur significant
fixed costs, while revenue will remain variable and highly elastic to adoption. Ensuring adoption by a
critical mass could be achieved by providing strong incentives both to customers and providers (prenegotiated prices, subsidized supply, or significant initial investments in market-leading features and
user centricity), but also by making the use of the marketplace mandatory for a subset of cloud service
transactions, for example, for public or regulated industries.
Three separate business stages have been identified in the marketplace’s expected life cycle: first, a proof
of concept and initial ramp-up phase that will require investment, most probably from public sponsors
(i.e., public procurement, grants or subsidies), an intermediate “road to breaking even” where revenue
progressively increases as the marketplace increases traffic and implements new revenue sources, and
finally, a long-term sustainability phase where no more external investments are needed.
To build a solid and safe business model, several different sources of revenue can be envisaged. Our
benchmark of similar marketplace platforms highlights mechanisms for monetization of services:
•

1 - Commission fee: a fee charged for each transaction that takes place between users of the
marketplace. This commission fee can be charged in different conditions: they can be charged for
every transaction where providers and consumers were connected, or exclusively for transactions
taking place on the marketplace (i.e. contracted and paid via the marketplace). Both require a
thorough reporting mechanism, but the latter also implies at minimum transactional scenario and
integration with a payment service provider The advantages of a commission fee are its
attractiveness to providers (fee only charged when a transaction is completed/successful) and the
fact it is relatively lucrative, especially once large volumes of transactions occur via the marketplace.
However, commission fees have an effect on price (acting as a disincentive to consumption) and add
technical and organizational complexity to the architecture. There would also be a risk of “platform
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leakage”, in other words, users going around the payment system or reporting mechanism once
they have found the provider that best meets their needs, to avoid paying the fee.
•

2 - Membership/subscription: a recurring fee charged to providers of the marketplace in exchange
of access to its services. This fee is applied to some or all users and is particularly relevant if the
marketplace provides a service considered highly valuable or unique relative to the rest of the
market. A membership fee can also be charged for accessing a select number of advanced services
under a freemium model (see below). This type of fee could be borne by both cloud service providers
and customers but should be avoided for the latter, to encourage traffic. It is recommended to avoid
charging this type of until the European cloud marketplace has created the conditions for sufficient
levels of adoption. This type of fee can be implemented even without a transaction monitoring
system.

•

3 - Freemium model: a fee charged for a selection of premium added value services, whilst access
to ‘basic’ services remains free. The core offerings are free of cost to drive adoption and build user
loyalty, while paid value-added features generate revenue. A freemium model can be combined with
other revenue models like membership, listing, lead fees. Some examples of freemium services
include (but are not limited to) certification services, reporting and analytics capabilities or advanced
product listings/marketing. It may be applied to customers and providers as a flat fee or as a
percentage of a transaction cost, charged when the service bought is actually consumed.

•

4 - Listing fee: a fee charged to a provider when they create a new product listing on the marketplace.
This fee could be charged for every new product listing of providers, or exclusively for listings that
benefit from more advanced features (such as advertising or preferential referencing in customer
search results) under a freemium model. The suitability of a listing fee depends upon the added
value provided by the marketplace (in particular, if the marketplace provides access to a large pool
of customers). It can be one-off, or recurring i.e. if applied to ‘promoted’ listings. The listing fee
technique does not affect customers but may limit provider adoption if the marketplace does not
provide enough value to justify the listing fee. It is also important to note that advertisements on
the marketplace for certain services may diminish/hinder the user experience.

•

5 - Lead fee: a fee charged to providers when their service offering creates a ‘lead’. This could for
example be applied when a provider offering is displayed in response to a customer search on the
marketplace, or when a provider wishes to engage with a customer via a contact function. Access
for customers remains free, and providers are only charged when they increase their chances of
realising a transaction. A lead fee is suitable when the value of each individual deal is particularly
significant for the provider. It is a one-off payment charged for every consumer search, click or
contact.
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Figure 17: sources of revenue

Given that existing provider-led marketplaces already have significant market share, a European cloud
marketplace will require significant investment to gain initial footing on the market. European
organizations, including providers and consumers who consider they would be amongst the first
adopters of the marketplace, are broadly unwilling to take on the risk of this initial capital expenditure.
Public institutions should therefore be ready to step in and cover the capital expenditure required to
setup the marketplace, e.g. through grants or public procurement. Public funding is all the more required
to achieve the marketplace’s policy objectives and ensure its role as a (partly) public good that seeks to
accelerate cloud adoption and reduce barriers to entry for European providers. Still, we consider the
European cloud marketplace should strive towards financial self-sustainability, at least when it comes to
operational expenditure.
Taking account of these different financing mechanisms, we project that the marketplace’s business
model could follow a three-phase timeline, as represented in figure 18.
1.

The first phase is the proof of concept and initial ramp up phase and its core focus is on user
adoption. In this first phase, access to the marketplace and the initial features should be made free
for all users, or subject to minimal commission/subscription fees that cover operating costs. Given
that early adoption of the marketplace will rely in large part on policy decisions and communications
made by the EU and Member States, private sector operators will likely be unwilling to shoulder the
initial investment risk. It is therefore recommended that the first phase of development costs of the
marketplace be covered by grants or other forms of direct public procurement.

2.

Once the minimum viable volume of users (providers and consumers) has been reached, additional
value-added services can be implemented, and open the door to a freemium model. A trade-off
must be found between encouraging user adoption and reducing the need for external subsidies at
the same time. This second phase can be considered as the “road to breaking even” stage.

3.

Finally, in the long-term sustainability phase, once the break-even point (BEP) has been reached,
prices on freemium services can be reduced to sustain user adoption and loyalty in the long run.

4.

Sources of revenue should match operating costs and bring external investments to an absolute
minimum.
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Figure 18: The three different phases of the marketplace’s business model

Governance and compliance model of the
European Cloud Marketplace
The marketplace’s governance bodies
Long-term success of a European Cloud Marketplace requires a clear governance framework, as
represented in figure 19, driven by a Steering Committee, representing all major marketplace
stakeholders, that is entrusted to implement the vision of a potential European Alliance for Industrial
Data, Cloud and Edge.
The forthcoming Alliance, which has been announced by the European Commission in the review of the
European Industrial Strategy in May 2021, could serve as the European sponsor of the marketplace. In
this capacity, the Alliance could define the main strategic priorities of the marketplace, appoint its
Steering Committee members, and ensure consolidation and oversight of applicable cloud regulatory
certifications through a potential Cloud Rulebook Advisory Committee. The Alliance may also directly
support the development of the marketplace by facilitating access to resources and funding.
In this model, the Steering Committee would become the main decision-making body of the European
Cloud Marketplace. It would translate the strategic priorities of the Alliance into policy decisions and
technical requirements for the marketplace. The Steering Committee comprises a representative
selection of marketplace stakeholders, appointed by the Alliance. In turn, the Steering Committee selects
and oversees a “Marketplace Operator” to ensure the day-to-day management and development of the
marketplace.
The Cloud Rulebook Advisory Committee could be appointed by the Alliance from cross-sector and
sector-specific regulatory bodies and user representatives. The role of the Advisory Committee is to
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ensure that the Marketplace Operator applies all the mandatory EU cloud regulations in the compliance
verification process it chooses to follow (see subsection 4.3) and prioritizes the application of nonmandatory certifications and characteristics. The Cloud Rulebook Advisory Committee could also
perform, or mandate, audits for this purpose. The Advisory Committee could also restrict its role to
defining the standards according to which offerings should be audited by national authorities and/or
sector-specific regulatory agencies.
The marketplace operator is a third party designated by the Steering Committee for the day-to-day
development and operations of the marketplace. In this capacity, the Operator coordinates a set of
feature teams to design, build, and maintain the marketplace. A charter clarifies decision-making
responsibilities between the operator and the Steering Committee. Feature teams are cross-functional
teams designated by the marketplace operator to develop and maintain some of the core components
of the marketplace, such as its service catalogue, its IAM system, its user portals, etc. Each feature team
may be composed of internal team members of the Marketplace Operator (under a ‘make’ strategy) or
a team outsourced from an external provider (under a ‘buy’ strategy).

Figure 19: Representation of the governance and Target Operating Model (TOM) framework of the

EU Cloud Marketplace

The marketplace’s governance bodies will have 4 core responsibilities.
These responsibilities will be shared between the marketplace stakeholders.
First, strategic planning and decision-making of the EU marketplace will be overseen by the Marketplace
Strategic Committee in coordination with a public sponsor body, a role which may be taken by the
forthcoming European Alliance for Industrial Data, Cloud and Edge. These two bodies set the overall
strategy and monitor its implementation as well the marketplace’s business performance. They also
ensure effective communication between the marketplace and its key stakeholders and sponsors and
define the marketplace's development roadmap (in terms of features, services, targeted users, etc.).
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Secondly, the marketplace Steering Committee has the responsibility of the financial and budgetary
governance of the marketplace and is also responsible for its financial performance and financial
planning.
Third, the marketplace Steering Committee and marketplace operator have a shared role in the
operational management and development of the marketplace. The Steering Committee does not take
part in day-to-day operations and activities of the marketplace, but is responsible for approving delivery
of new marketplace features, external sourcing, or key recruitments. . The marketplace operator takes
charge of day-to-day operations, submits solutions and is responsible for implementation and delivery
according to the conditions set with the Steering Committee.
Finally, the Cloud Rulebook Advisory Committee and the marketplace operator share responsibility for
regulatory compliance of offers listed. They are responsible for reviewing and approving the list of
guidelines, labels and certifications integrated into the marketplace’s service catalogue, and for
monitoring the compliance of the marketplace service catalogue with the relevant regulations applicable
to each service. In addition, they must support regulatory and audit authorities in fulfilling their oversight
responsibilities in compliance with the relevant regulations.
Proposed compliance governance framework for the European Cloud marketplace
These governance bodies will take on their responsibilities following a global cloud marketplace
compliance governance framework, as represented in figure 20. The sector-specific regulations,
recommendations, and certifications of European institutions and national agencies should be
consolidated within the EU Cloud Rulebook announced by the EC. The standards, guidelines, and best
practices of private sector-led certification agencies (such as GAIA-X) may also be used by the
marketplace to curate its catalogue.
Within the Alliance, the Cloud Rulebook Advisory Committee of the marketplace will then identify which
mandatory certifications within this forthcoming EU Cloud Rulebook should be immediately integrated
into the marketplace’s certification and audit system, and which “optional” certifications could be applied
for additional curation as the level of curation increases. These guidelines on relevant and applicable
certifications are then passed on to the marketplace operator.
Based on the instructions of the Cloud Rulebook Advisory Committee, the marketplace operator will be
able to instruct the feature team responsible for the development / maintenance of the marketplace’s
certification and audit system to integrate a precise list of certifications into the marketplace’s catalogue
framework. This list of mandatory and “curated” certifications and requirements will be made available
and transparent to all stakeholders of the marketplace, especially service providers.
As for the service providers, they will be able to request the certification of their services by specialized
audit agencies based on the requirement list provided by the EU Cloud Marketplace, and especially by
the marketplace’s certification and audit feature team. Certifications claimed by providers may be
validated by a procedural or automated marketplace certification and audit system to ensure that the
service information displayed in the marketplace catalogue is accurate (see sub-section 4.3 for detail on
this feature).
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Figure 20: Representation of the European Cloud Marketplace compliance governance framework

It is worth noting that the marketplace’s verification system will not substitute fully fledged audits, and
that audits would still take place according to their own (existing) processes. The marketplace’s
verification system would act as a check of trusted sources to reinforce the trust and transparency of
services referenced in the marketplace’s service catalogue.
Leveraging the EU Cloud Rulebook, as announced in the EU Data Strategy
As previously explained, it is important that cloud services featured on the marketplace comply with the
relevant norms and standards regarding security, energy efficiency, data protection, interoperability and
fair competition to strengthen trust and adoption of cloud services in Europe. Several applicable
regulations, directives and guidance have already been developed for this purpose by the EU
Commission. Additionally, for certain sectors, the use of cloud services may be subject to sector-specific
technical standards, certifications and guidelines defined by corresponding regulatory agencies. Their
scope may cover the entire EU (for the financial sector, there is a European Banking Authority for
instance) or be limited to a single country (for instance, the ANS for digital services in the French
healthcare sector). Private industry players have also worked together to develop self-regulatory norms
and standards (e.g. GAIA-X compliance label).
As announced in the EU Data Strategy, the EC plans to create an ‘’EU Cloud Rulebook’’ that would
centralise these regulations, norms, standards and guidance into a single point of reference. Once
completed, the purpose of this rulebook would primarily be to define standards and norms that must
be fulfilled by cloud service providers to enter the service catalogue of the EU Cloud Marketplace.
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The list provides a non-exhaustive view of the types of regulatory checks and certifications that could
be applied by the marketplace to curate the cloud service catalogue and meet users’ demand for easy
access to EU-compliant services.
•

European certifications:
o

GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation): rules on the privacy and protection of the
personal data of EU residents. Robust requirements and standards for data protection,
security, and compliance

o

ENISA (EU Agency for Cybersecurity) Cybersecurity Certification of Cloud Services:
upcoming certification for the cybersecurity of cloud services as defined by ENISA, inspired
by C5 (in Germany) and SecNumCloud (in France)

•

International certifications:
o

The ISO 9001 Global quality standard, including guidelines on resource management,
service development, customer satisfaction, documentation control, etc.

o

The ISO 27001 Security standard specific to IT systems. Encompasses regulatory and legal
requirements relating to information security

o

The ISO 27017 Code of practice on the information security aspects of cloud computing,
applicable to cloud service providers

o

The ISO 27018 Guidance intended to address public cloud protection requirements,
especially related to personal data

•

National certifications:
o

ANSSI (The French National Agency for the Security of Information Systems) (Agence
Nationale de la Sécurité des Systèmes d’Information) SecNumCloud in France: a certification
granted to cloud computing providers that fulfill a set of security and sovereignty
requirements determined by the French National Cybersecurity Agency (ANSSI)

o

BSI (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik) Cloud Computing Compliance
Controls Catalogue (C5) in Germany: the mandatory minimum baseline for cloud security
when servicing German federal government agencies. Increasingly adopted by the private
sector as well.

o

ENAC ENS (Entidad Nacional de Acreditación - Esquenma Nacional de Seguiridad) in Spain:
the framework that establishes the mandatory requirements in terms of availability.,
confidentiality, and traceability that both government agencies and their service providers
must meet

o

BIR 2012 standard (Baseline Information Security Requirement): the framework that specifies
several requirements regarding the minimum data security required to offer IT services
(including cloud) to government agencies.

Sector-specific schemes (example from the financial industry):
•

EBA (European Banking Authority): guidelines on the internal governance arrangements that
financial institutions within the EBA’s mandate should implement when they outsource functions
to external service providers, including for cloud services.

•

EIOPA (European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority): guidelines on the
arrangements that insurance and re-insurance undertakings within the EIOPA’s mandate should
implement when they outsource functions to external service providers, including for cloud
services.

•

AMF (The Financial Markets Regulator in France) and APCR (the French Prudential Supervision
and Resolution Authority): requirements that French financial institutions are subject to / must
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follow when moving business functions and data to the cloud, particularly if the outsourcing
involves “critical or important services, operational tasks and functions”.
•

AFM (Autoriteit Financiële Markten) and DNB (De Nederlandsche Bank): Requirements that
Dutch financial institutions should be aware of when moving business functions and data to the
cloud, notably the Financial Supervision Act and the Circulaire Cloud Computing, issued by the
DNB in 2012.

•

KNF (Financial Supervision Commission) guidelines: Requirements that Polish financial
institutions should be aware of when moving business functions and data to the cloud, including
the Banking Act of 1997, the Announcement issued by KNF in 2017, Recommendation issued in
2013, and others.

•

NBB (National Bank of Belgium): requirements and guidelines that Belgian financial institutions
should be aware of when moving business functions to the cloud, notably NBB circulars 20045, 2009-17 and 2015-32, and other requirements.

•

FSA (Financial Supervisory Authority): Requirements that Danish financial institutions should be
aware of when moving business functions and data to the cloud, notably the Danish Act on
Financial Institutions, Guidance on the use of cloud services as part of IT outsourcing, and others.

Other sectors such as healthcare or automobile, are also developing certification authorities and
mechanisms. For instance, the HITRUST CSF (The Common Security Framework of the Health Information
Trust Alliance) that defines a comprehensive set of baseline security and privacy controls applicable to
the healthcare industry, leveraging international standards like GDPR and HIPAA. In France, within the
healthcare industry, the ANS HDS (HDS certification of the French Digital Healthcare Agency for Hosting
Healthcare Data) defines a mandatory certification for cloud service providers hosting personal health
data governed by French laws, with advanced security and privacy requirements. Finally, we may also
notice the European TISAX (Trusted Information Security Assessment Exchange) assessment that has
created / provides a certification on ITS (Intelligent Transport System) security inspired by ISO 27001,
but adapted for the automobile manufacturing industry in Germany, with ongoing expansion into
Europe.
Green cloud certification
The absence of a “green cloud” certification scheme is an opportunity for the European Cloud
Marketplace to shape supply and capture demand. As the demand for cloud computing services grows,
so does their carbon footprint. Yet no widely accepted certification system on the sustainability of cloud
services exists in the EU, creating a key opportunity for a cloud marketplace to shine by pioneering such
a certification scheme.
The growing environmental impact of cloud computing and the responses from its market leaders call
for an appropriate action to be taken at the European level. Indeed, 25% of the global energy
consumption will be driven by the technology sector by 2025 (as opposed to 7% in 2020). Cloud
computing alone accounted for 1.5% of the global energy consumption in 2020, representing 205
terawatt-hours of electricity and 900 billion litres of water. Thus, the market leaders have already
undertaken actions to face this climate issue. Google Cloud Computing has been carbon neutral since
2017 (notably via the use of renewable energy and innovations in cooling technologies); Amazon Web
Services achieved 50% of renewable energy usage in 2018 and is targeting full carbon neutrality by 2025;
Microsoft Azure is targeting full carbon neutrality between 2025 and 2030. Now more than ever, the
growing cloud uptake in Europe must be combined with cloud service offerings that guarantee
environmental sustainability, in in complete alignment with the EU’s net zero strategy.
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Yet there exists no shared certification scheme to audit and validate the environmental impact of various
cloud services. The EU therefore could devise its own “Green Cloud Certification” and leverage the EU
cloud marketplace to boost adoption in Europe and accelerate the green transition of Europe’s cloud
infrastructure. A European green cloud certification could be inspired by the certification schemes
currently used to measure and validate the energy efficiency of physical infrastructures, such as ISO
50001 or the US LEED certification.
Certification process for providers
The certification process relies upon three different entities: the audit agencies (outside the authority &
scope of the marketplace itself), the providers, and the marketplace certification and audit feature team.
Two options should be considered to compliance of cloud service offerings: the first one being more
procedural and technologically simpler, the second being more automated and transparent but at
greater initial setup cost.
Under the first option, cloud service providers have access to the list of certifications considered relevant
by the marketplace Steering Committee and available for listing in the marketplace service catalogue
(arrow number one in figure 21 below). Based on this list of accepted certifications, service providers
may request specialized audit and certification agencies (whether public or private) to audit their services
to obtain the certifications recognized by the marketplace (arrow number two in figure 21). Service
providers can then list the relevant certifications obtained for their services in the marketplace service
catalogue to increase the attractiveness of their services. This is a declarative process that rests upon the
provider acting in good faith or without error (arrow number three in figure 21). For the most critical
certifications (such as sovereignty certifications like C5 or SecNumCloud), the marketplace certification
board could choose to perform a validation check with external audit agencies to ensure that the
information declared by providers is accurate. Since this procedure can be time intensive, it can only be
envisioned/considered for a small number of certifications and services (arrow number four in figure 21).
Figure 21: Schematization of the traditional procedural certification process

Under the second option, cloud service providers still have access to the list of certifications approved
by the EU Cloud Marketplace (arrow number one in figure 22 below). Based on this list, cloud service
providers may request public/private audit agencies to certify their services (arrow number two in figure
22). The main improvement/advantage of option 2 would be the creation of a shared certification
repository, where partnered audit agencies could deposit/save the list of certified providers and services
(arrow number three in figure 22). This shared certification repository could be queried by the
marketplace’s service catalogue to automatically validate the certifications claimed by providers. This
shared certification repository would be open for consultation to all marketplace users (including the
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providers themselves), thereby creating a shared source of transparency and trust on the sovereignty of
cloud services offered in the marketplace (arrow number four in figure 22).
Figure 22: Schematization of the more ambitious automated certification process

It must be noted that under the two options outlined above, the marketplace operator does not conduct
the certification and audits of service providers itself. Audits and certifications would be handled by
specialized external audit agencies, with the Cloud Rulebook Advisory Committee, supported by the
marketplace’s certification and audit team, acting as a form of client and supervisor of the work of
external audit agencies.
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Interactions between the European Cloud
Marketplace and national equivalents
As explained in section 3 of this document, several national initiatives exist, and public cloud service
portals in many European countries are in the production or development phase. The question here is
how can European and national cloud marketplaces beneficially co-exist?

Figure 23: How can European and national cloud marketplaces beneficially co-exist ?

The minimum viable product, under these European interactions issue, of the EU Cloud Marketplace is
an integration of the core components with the greatest ease of implementation and minimal
coordination between the different public national European marketplaces. Starting from this, for each
marketplace’s capability, different levels of services can be offered, and users should be able to choose
the extent of support they wish to receive. The long-term ambition of the European marketplace must
then be defined, in matter of maturity to reach in each capability’s coordination between marketplaces.
From the integration of core components with the greatest ease of implementation and minimal
coordination between the marketplaces to an integration of core components with the greatest valueadd (robustness and cost efficiency) but with greater investment costs and technological complexity.
Different options are achievable according to each platform capability categories listed below:
•

Catalogue of services: the marketplace could aspire to build a synchronized catalogue of services
between service catalogues in European and national marketplaces. It would provide uniform,
standardized content and nomenclature for an agreed list of key information categories. A
unified service catalogue would provide even more value-added – it would gather all or most of
the services offered by national marketplaces through automated updates (via APIs and
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leveraging a joint data exchange format) and that follows the same catalogue format. In fact,
this unified service catalogue is relatively simple to implement and thus represents a quick win
for the EU Cloud Marketplace.
•

Certification of services: the first marketplace MVP will have a consolidated certification process,
where the EU marketplace services consider the required national certifications (such as C5 in
Germany and SecNumCloud in France). But another relatively quick win for the EU marketplace
would be to unify the certification process at a European scale; the certification would then be
governed by European agencies (sector-wise) and managed at the national level by national
agencies. The European law is used to this kind of system, making this centralized certification
process easy to implement. This would also strongly contribute to the unification of the cloud
services market in Europe.

•

IAM system: the MVP will have a decentralized IAM system, specific to each national European
marketplace. As national marketplaces are already in production in some member states, with
their own IAM systems being already implemented, a unified IAM system for cloud service users,
consolidated at a European level, is hard to imagine concretely in a medium-run analysis. Thus,
a federated/unified/integrated IAM system, where the EU marketplace IAM system can leverage
the IAM records that are already in production at the national level, is a concrete intermediate
solution to avoid a decentralized IAM system. Once again, this would contribute to the
development of a unified European cloud services market.

•

Framework agreements: in the first marketplace MVP, framework agreements are
uncoordinated, and contractual clauses for services are negotiated independently at the national
level. Once again, a unified system of framework agreements, negotiated at a European level
between providers and interested public procurement entities, is complicated due to the existing
national specificities and initiatives that have already been implemented. Thus, having
coordinated framework agreements, following European standard templates, adapted at
national level, constitutes a good trade-off between the poor decentralized framework
agreements and the too-complex-to-implement unified framework agreements.

•

Service pricing: uncoordinated service prices negotiated at a national level constitutes a poor
solution where the value proposition of the EU marketplace is rather weak; on another hand,
prices must also depend on each state’s economic situation. That’s why a consistent pricing
system, where the EU marketplace service prices are synchronized with prices negotiated at the
national level, could be a great solution that is much more realistic than a unified pricing system
negotiated at the European level. Note here that it is more a logical claim than a technical one
that sets limits to the feasibility of the fully unified solution, which would not raise many technical
issues with already implemented public marketplaces.

•

Payment systems: uncoordinated payment systems specific to each marketplace with no
interoperability constitute the lower level of coordination of the EU marketplace. A better system
would be to coordinate payment systems between European and national marketplaces, which
would guarantee service interoperability.
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6. Conclusion and
recommendations

summary

of

The following preliminary recommendations emerge from this conceptual study on a future EUfacilitated Cloud Services Marketplace:
•

Start small and scale fast, focusing initially on a relational model for EU-compliant services.
Indeed, a marketplace leveraging a simple relational model and focusing on facilitating
information-sharing for a selection of EU-compliant cloud services would have the greatest
chance of ensuring widespread user adoption in its early stages, setting up the possibility to
implement more advanced models in the future (like catalogue curation or transactional
features). The relational marketplace model offers a relative technical simplicity in its
implementation and provides/delivers the most important service of a marketplace: bringing
together providers and customers. The “quick win” deployment of a marketplace focused on
this simple model will provide access to a broad range of users during the initial phases of the
marketplace’s deployment, encouraging its use by a large community of early adopters and
customers.

•

To ensure adoption, invest in creating a state-of-the-art customer experience, both for endusers (customers) and cloud service providers. An iterative customer experience feature
development strategy will ensure the relevance of the marketplace’s value proposition and drive
user adoption. A good customer experience is a prerequisite for driving customer loyalty and
retention rates vis-à-vis the marketplace, which in turn is crucial for building a sustainable
community of customers. The increasing customer traffic will subsequently guarantee its
adoption by many providers to ultimately construct a mature catalogue of cloud services. Finally,
the optional value-added features can be provided in a second Minimum Viable Product to
improve the customer experience, such as advanced search algorithms, brokerage and payment
services, automated certification system, advanced customer support, etc.

•

Place an equally strong emphasis on the quality and curation of services offered as part of the
marketplace catalogue. A marketplace that offers a catalogue of mature and curated services
(with a proven vetting and certification process) has a greater chance of attracting a large
community of customers to its platform. A crucial driver for the marketplace is indeed the
content of its service catalogue. Therefore, particular attention must be paid to boost/improve
its inherent quality : implement a certification process for services onboarded to the marketplace
(in terms of sovereignty, cybersecurity or data protection) and seek the support of large/leading
private cloud service providers who are the best positioned to bring the cloud services supply
that best meets the demand of prospective customers.

•

Transaction-facilitating features may eventually be integrated into the marketplace, to
progressively increase the marketplace’s added value for its users. These transaction-facilitating
features would be most beneficial when applied to a subset of services curated by marketplace
operators. Notably, the attractiveness of a curated subset of European sovereign cloud services
may improve if the EU cloud marketplace acts as a broker between these sovereign cloud
providers and their customers. Facilitating cloud service transactions may also be beneficial
more generally when addressing the public sector or heavily regulated private sectors. These
customers could benefit from a secure one-stop-shop cloud services broker, as evidenced by
the increasing number of initiatives at the national level. Compared to this public sector demand,
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lower demand for transactional support exists among private sector customers who tend to rely
on B2B cloud service marketplaces already provided by hyperscalers.
•

The implementation of advanced service delivery features presents significant technical
challenges. Without an explicit ambition by the EU Commission to develop a state-of-the-art
end-to-end cloud platform, it is therefore advised to leverage external forms/formats of service
delivery instead. In fact, integrating a dedicated or preferred cloud platform with the EU Cloud
Marketplace to deliver cloud services via the marketplace itself would force the EU Commission
to favour a specific PaaS/IaaS provider, which would contradict the EU’s ambition of encouraging
a fairer set of market practices for cloud services in Europe. It is therefore more advisable to
focus on the quick wins provided by the EU Cloud Marketplace’s information-facilitating service
catalogue (potentially supplemented by transaction-facilitating features) and to let each cloud
service provider handle the delivery of their cloud services outside the marketplace.

•

Implement a certification system with the ability to handle multiple sources and types of
certifications, if possible, with an automated process. Such a mature, transparent, and automated
certification system will provide an essential service to European customers of (sovereign) cloud
services. The marketplace’s certification system should not only be able to consider certifications
provided by European institutions (for example, the future EU Cloud Rulebook), but also by
national and supranational regulatory agencies, and finally, by the private sector-led certification
agencies. Implementing an external, open, and transparent certification repository with
partnered certification agencies to serve as an automated and trusted source of information for
the certifications claimed by the marketplace’s services is doubly important when considering
sovereign cloud services.

•

Implement an agile revenue model that leverages different sources of revenue to fund
expansion without limiting user adoption. An iterative feature development strategy will ensure
the relevance of the marketplace’s value proposition and drive user adoption. The development
of the marketplace will generate significant initial fixed costs which won’t be covered by early
traditional revenue sources. Thus, early sources of revenue (such as the Commission fees) should
only seek to cover the marketplace’s variable operating costs to minimize the financial burden
placed on users. The initial gap between these fixed costs and standard revenues should be
covered by external investments. As additional sources of revenue (such as freemium services)
are implemented, external investments will gradually reduce until a break-even-point is reached.

•

Anticipate integration with national cloud marketplaces, whose features and services could
complement an EU Cloud Marketplace and reinforce its marketplace legitimacy and business
viability. Unifying or integrating some features with national marketplaces would indeed support
the development of the EU marketplace and legitimize its existence. For instance, cloud service
catalogues and certification processes could be unified at the European level between the
European marketplace and its national equivalents, but also, the creation of a federated Identity
Access Management system at the European level should be explored, if necessary by leveraging
GAIA-X's future innovations, and finally, the federation/integration or unification of additional
elements (notably framework agreements) should only be attempted if the EU Commission has
a strong political ambition to federate/unify/integrate these services at the European level.

All in all, the creation of a European cloud marketplace would be a key enabler of the European strategy
for data. It can take advantage of the existing national and private cloud marketplaces in its setup
process. Only by correctly targeting its value proposition and positioning within the cloud market will it
be possible to choose the right operating model and satisfy both customers and service providers.
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The long-term success of the European cloud market will equally depend on the development of a robust
business strategy and funding model, in a way that secures early widespread adoption. The governance
will need to be shaped based on the balance of business and policy priorities.
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